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I- Bloomberg Tradebook System Marketplace Disclosures 

A. Fees charged by Bloomberg Tradebook Canada Company (“Tradebook Canada”) 

Neither Tradebook Canada nor its affiliates charge customers any listing, data, routing or co-location fee 
nor a separate fee to access the Bloomberg Tradebook System. Bloomberg Tradebook does charge 
customers a commission for execution of orders. 

B. Entry, Interaction and Execution of Orders 

Participants enter orders via the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service or from their computers via 
computer-to- computer interfaces (CCI) with the Bloomberg Tradebook System. Depending on 
available liquidity and participant instructions, Bloomberg Tradebook will (i) route an order to the 
relevant exchange(s) or other trading venue(s) for execution on such venue or (ii) hold the order in 
reserve on the system until the order is executed or cancelled. 

C. Order Types 

Please refer to the Order type sheet below for a full description of all the order types. 

D. Access requirements 

Eligibility to participate in the Bloomberg Tradebook System is available only to dealers and institutional 
investors that meet credit criteria established by Bloomberg Tradebook. 

E. Conflicts of Interest on the services provided on the marketplace 

Tradebook Canada is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bloomberg L.P and Bloomberg L.P. and its affiliates 
are not market participants. Thus, there are no conflicts of interest arising from the operation of the 
marketplace or the services Tradebook Canada provides. 

F. Referral arrangements between the marketplace and service providers 

None. 

G. Routing of Orders 

Bloomberg Tradebook’s Smart Order Router: 

The Bloomberg Tradebook System uses its proprietary smart order router (“SOR”) to route orders to the 
various market venues which include exchanges, alternative trading systems and other pools of liquidity. 



To the extent there is a decision to be made about where an order is routed (e.g., multiple venues at the 
same exact price), SOR takes into account the following factors to determine best execution: liquidity, 
speed of execution, and cost of trading venue. On a periodic basis, Bloomberg Tradebook reviews the 
routing table in the SOR to ensure that the latest statistics regarding liquidity, turnaround time (speed) and 
cost of accessing each venue are reflected in the routing decision. 

 
H. Indications of Interest (IOI) 

 
Not applicable. 

 
 
 
 
          II. The Bloomberg Fixed-Income Systems Marketplace Disclosures 
 
The Bloomberg Fixed-Income Systems include the following systems: 

 
1. Bloomberg BondTrader; 

 
2. Bloomberg Executable ALLQ; 

 
3. Bloomberg E-Bond; 

 
4. Bloomberg MAX Executable; 

 
5. Bloomberg PICK Executable; 

 
6. Bloomberg BOOM; and 

 
7. Bloomberg European Commercial Paper Executable (ECPX). 

A. Fees charged by Tradebook Canada 

Neither Tradebook Canada nor its affiliates charge customers any listing, trading, data, co-location or 
routing fees nor a separate fee to access the Bloomberg Fixed-Income Systems. The only fees paid by 
customers are the general subscription fees for the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service. 

 
B. Entry, Interaction and Execution of Orders 

 
Participants of the Bloomberg Fixed-Income Systems control all parameters of the trading activity on the 
Bloomberg Fixed-Income Systems and Dealer Participants (as defined below) decide in their discretion 
whether to accept or reject an order or quote from Customer Participants (as defined below), and no 
transaction is effected on the Bloomberg Fixed-Income Systems until both the Dealer Participant and 
Customer Participant accept it. At no time does Tradebook Canada or its affiliates provide its own 
quotations, act as a counterparty to, take title or perform clearing or settlement functions with respect to 
the Bloomberg Fixed-Income Systems. 

 
1. Bloomberg BondTrader System 

 
A Customer Participant may send (a) an order ticket or a non-binding request for quotation or (b) an order 
and parameters for that order (e.g., limit order or a market order, permit partial fills, etc.), in each case, to 
a Dealer Participant that has enabled Customer Participant. 
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2. Bloomberg Executable ALLQ, Bloomberg Max Executable, Bloomberg BOOM, Bloomberg ECPX 
and Bloomberg PICK Executable 

 
These systems allow Customer Participants to use a search engine to identify pricing and quotations in 
certain fixed-income securities and display the search results on a single electronic screen. A Customer 
Participant may (a) choose a quotation on the screen and send an order ticket to the Dealer Participant that 
posted the quotation; (b) send a non-binding request for quotation to a Dealer Participant or (c) send an 
order and parameters for that order (e.g., limit order or a market order, permit partial fills, etc.) to a Dealer 
Participant that has enabled the Customer Participant. 

 
3. Bloomberg E-Bond 

 
Bloomberg E-Bond is an electronic bulletin board which Dealer Participants may use to display 
quotations in certain fixed income securities. Using Bloomberg E-Bond, Dealer Participants may post 
indicative quotations (on a names disclosed or non-disclosed basis) on a bulletin board and enable other 
participants to (a) view the indicative quotations by name of the dealer and (b) send the relevant Dealer 
Participant a request for quotation off of those indicative quotations. 

 
C. Order Types 

 
•  Market order 
•  Limit order 

 
D. Access Requirements 

 
Eligibility to participate in the Bloomberg Fixed-Income Systems is available only to dealers and 
institutional investors (“Dealer Participants”) and to qualified institutional investors, other than 
individuals, that (a) are customers of a Dealer Participant and (b) are enabled by a Dealer Participant to 
use the Bloomberg Fixed-Income Systems (“Customer Participants”). 

 
E. Conflict of Interests 

 
Not applicable. 

 
F. Referral arrangements 

 
Not applicable. 

 
G. Routing of Orders 

 
Not applicable. 

H. IOIs 

Not applicable. 
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        III-  Risk disclosure to non-registered subscribers 
 
Although the ATS is registered as a dealer under securities legislation, it is a marketplace and therefore does 
not ensure best execution for its subscribers. 
 
        IV.  Foreign exchange traded securities disclosure 
 
The securities traded by or through the marketplace are not listed on an exchange in Canada and may not be 
securities of a reporting issuer in Canada.  As a result, there is no assurance that information concerning the 
issuer is available or, if the information is available, that it meets Canadian disclosure requirements.
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DWAP 

BWAP 

X      X  X  X 

X      X  X      X  X 

Tradebook Low Touch Strategies BVA<GO>  
Customization Options 

 
 
 

Tradebook Strategies  Design 
Executes seeking a VWAP benchmark forecasting algorithm that 
uses dynamic real-time market information and proprietary  X      X      X      X      X      X  X      X 
Executes seeking a VWAP benchmark using historical market 
data to schedule your participation.  

X      X      X      X      X      X  X      X
 

TWAP  Executes evenly over a time interval scheduled algorithm.  X      X      X      X      X      X  X      X 

Go-Along  Executes using a target volume participation rate.  X      X      X      X      X      X      X      X      X 

VIP  Executes using a target participation rate without catching up if 
volume is missed due to the price being above the set limit. 
Opportunistically determines the proper aggression levels 

 
X      X      X      X      X      X      X      X      X 

Arrival Price dynamically to seek more efficient executions at your specified 
benchmark or better. 

X      X      X      X      X      X      X      X      X 

Portfolio VWAP/Arrival Px  Executes a portolio (list) of equities on a ratio or dollar neutral 
basis. 

B-Dark  Executes seeking to minimize impact and maximize size by 
trading only with dark liquidity pools. 

 
Tradebook High Touch Strategies BMQ<GO> 

 
 
Customization Options 

 
 
 
 

Tradebook Strategies  Design 
Leverages all the intelligent posting and outbound logic of B- 

B-SmartSM Auto 

 
Hide and B-Smart SM Auto 

 
 

B-SmartSM
 

 
 

Hide and B-Smart SM
 

Smart but automates the aggressive levels using a statistical 
Price Predictor Model (PPM) 
Stealth version of B-Smart Auto  that does not display out loud, 
it posts your order in the most active venues HIDDEN order books 
and dark pools.  All other features remain the same. 
Intelligently posts your order out loud in the most active venues 
using dynamic real-time market information and proprietary 
probing results, seeking to maximize your exposure market 
sweeping.  You control it by adjusting its Aggressive level. 
Stealth version of B-Smart  that does not display out loud, it 
posts your order in the most active venues HIDDEN order books 
and dark pools.  All other features remain the same. 

X      A  A      A      A  A      X      A 
 
 
X      A  A      A      A  A      X      A      A 

 
 
X      A  A      A      A  X      X      A 

 
 
X      A  A      A      A  X      X      A      X 

 
Hide and Sweep  Stealth  strategy that sweeps market when your price is displayed 

out loud without posting. 
Sweeps market when your price and size is displayed out loud 

 
X  X  X      X  X 

Fire 
 

 
Hide and Fire 

while posting intelligently to seek to maximize exposure if the 
market is swept. You control it by adjusting its Aggressive level. 
Stealth  strategy that sweeps market or nibbles at it when your 
price and size is there without posting.  You control it by adjusting 
its Aggressive level. 

X      X  X      X      X      X      X      X      X      X 
 

 
X  X  X      X      X 

Peg  Passive strategy posts your order in the lit, gray and dark markets 
intelligently to seeking price improvement. 

TB Target Limit  Limit order that activates when a price hits your specified target. 
Could be used to take a profit on your position. 

TB Target  Market order that activates when a price hits your specified target. 
Could be used to take profit on a position. 

TB Stop Limit  Limit order that activates when a price hits your specified target. 
Could be used to stop a loss on your position. 

TB Stop  Market order that activates when a price hits your specified target. 
Could be used to stop a loss on your position. 
Can be a simple limit order or can be made into a sophisticated 

 
 
X      X      X      X      X      X      X  X      X      X      X 

X  X      X      X      X 

X      X      X      X      X      X      X  X      X      X      X 

X  X      X      X      X 

Limit Order custom algorithm with our customization options. 
Stealth Limit  with B-Hidden order handling. 

X      X      X      X      X      X      X  X      X      X 

Market Order  Seeks to capture all the liquidity at the going market price.  X  X      X      X 

 
NYSE/AMEX specific orders 

 
MOC 

 

 
LOC 

 
Market-on-Close:  Sends your NYSE or AMEX-directed  order 
(between 9:30 and 15:40) to be executed as a market order as 
close as possible to the end of the day. 
Limit-on-Close: Sends your Limit order (between 9:30 and 15:40) 
to NYSE or AMEX-directed  order to trade at the closing price if it is 
at your limit price or better. 
decline or gain.  Once the trigger price is reached, the order 

X 

X      X      X  X 

STOP becomes a market order.  X  X  X 
 

MOC  Market-on-Close:  Orders for the NASDAQ Closing cross may be 
entered between 9:30:01 and 15:50. 

LOC  Limit-on-Close: Orders for the NASDAQ Closing cross may be  
X  X 

entered between 9:30:01 and 15:50. 

IO  Imbalance-on-Close: NASDAQ Closing Cross may be entered  
X  X 

between 15:30 pm and 16:00. 

MOO  Market-on-Open:  Orders for the NASDAQ Opening Cross may be 
entered between 7:30 and 9:28. 
Limit-on-Open: Sends an order to participate in the NASDAQ 

LOO Opening Cross, may be entered between 7:30 and  9:28.  X  X 

 
Legend 
X = Option available for customization 

 
A = Automatically selected by the algorithm 

 
Nothing in this document constitutes an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or other financial instrument or constitutes any investment advice or recommendation of any security or other financial instrument. BLOOMBERG TRADEBO OK believes that the information 
herein was obtained from reliable sources but does not guarantee its accuracy. 

Communicated by Bloomberg Tradebook Europe Limited, registered in England & Wales No. 3556095, authorized and regulated by the UK Financial Services Authority No. 187492. This communication is directed only at persons who have professional experience in the investments which 
may be traded over the systems and certain high net worth organizations. 

Bloomberg Tradebook LLC member of FINRA (www.finra.org)/ SIPC/NFA. Bloomberg Tradebook do Brasil is the representative of Bloomberg Tradebook LLC in Brazil registered with the BACEN. Bloomberg Tradebook Services LLC, Bloomberg Tradebook Australia PTY LTD ABN 36 091 542 
077 ACN 091 542 077, Bloomberg Tradebook Do Brasil LTDA., Bloomberg Tradebook Canada Company Member of CIPF, Bloomberg Tradebook Limited, Bloomberg Tradebook Hong Kong Limited the first ATS authorized by the SFC–AFU 977, Bloomberg Tradebook Japan Limited member of 
JSDA/JIPF, Bloomberg Trading Services Japan LTD, Bloomberg Tradebook Singapore Pte Ltd Company No. 200104338R, Bloomberg Trading Services (Singapore) Pte Ltd Company No. 200101232G. Bloomberg Tradebook Bermuda LTD, licensed to conduct Investment Business by the 
Bermuda Monetary Authority. 

 


